
Content Ideas for
your business.



Content Ideas.

One of the biggest things I hear when it comes to social media problems is not
knowing what to post, which often leads to overwhelm and no posting at all. My
first tip when it comes to creating content is you have to stay consistent because
continuing to show up regularly is the best way to build trust with your audience.
Consistency is a term that is thrown around a lot on social media, contrary to
popular belief that doesn't mean that you need to post every day. What it does
mean is that you need to find YOUR minimum, how many times you can commit to
posting and stay there.

Content Pillars to make posting easier...

Content pillars are usually between 3 and 5 topics/messages that you want the
audience to see through your content. Deciding on these gives your content
structure and takes away the thought of always having to know what to post. For
example if I could commit to posting four days a week, firstly I would check my
Instagram insights to see if there were any days/times that would give me a starting
point for when my audience is online. Notice I mention this is a starting point, once
you start posting consistently you will find a pattern and notice what is working for
you and what you may want to trial and experiment with. Next I would think about
taking an hour to sit down and brainstorm all the content ideas you have. Literally,
if it comes into you head write it down. Don't overthink it just do a brain dump with
whatever comes up. From there you can use all the ideas that have come up and
start to organize them. You'll soon see that themes start to emerge from the ideas
that you've come up with and you'll start to be able to group them together.

Content pillars and ideas...

When posting content you're trying to achieve certain outcomes such a showing an
authority in your industry, showing more of your personality and journey, giving
inspiration to you audience, and last but not least, selling to your audience. Once
you feel confident with your content you can take the time to batch create content
(saves time in the long run) and scheduling your content too, so that you can spend
less time on your phone and more time doing what you love!
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Educate your audience and show your authority!

Show your audience tips, tricks and how to's for your industry. 
Mini tutorials on your niche and sharing behind the scenes or how you create a
product. What does your creation process look like from the idea and design to
the process and end product. This allows people to learn something they didn't
know about your business and also shows them the labour behind your
product, validating your prices. This will hopefully give you more confidence
around selling.
Share a frequently asked question and show your audience the answer -
chances are if someone is wondering about this then other people will be too.
Show people how your products have evolved since you started your business,
not only great content but shows your audience how you've improved.

Talk about your journey and sharing your personality.

Sharing your story is a powerful way to connect you and your audience so lean
into that. Tell them how you started your business, what your why is, how you
fell in love with your industry and obstacles you faced to get there.
Tell your audience about a time went something went wrong and share a funny
story about it, people will love that you have been open enough to share and
it's relatable - everyone messes up from time to time!
Every few months share some interesting facts about yourself and do a
reintroduction post so new followers get to learn more about you.
Talk about your offer and why you put it together - what it means to you and
why it's important from a personal point of view.

Inspire your audience with your content.

Share quotes around your industry and why they inspire you, this will let your
people see more about you.
Don't be scared to show your success, talk about your journey and what you've
had to overcome to get where you are.
Talk about what motivates you in your business and why with the hope it will
empower your audience who find value in what you do already.
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Content that sells your offer to your audience!

Share testimonials/reviews from people that have worked with you or
purchased a product from you so people can see how you have helped
someone else.
Actually talk about what you're selling as a regular part of your marketing plan
by showcasing products or services that you offer.
Talk about results that people who have worked with you have experienced, if
applicable.

Content ideas for you!
Share your September business goals
Throwback Thursday to an old product/service or when you started your biz
Talk about your favourite part of your business or you're favourite product
Share what motivates you and why
Top lessons you've learned in your business
Tutorial/tips/how to's around something in your industry
Share your recommendations for your favourite book or podcast
Share three apps/tools you use in your business that you couldn't live without
Introduce or re-introduce yourself and tell your business story
Share customer reviews and results
Answer frequently asked questions that you have got in the last 6 months
Instagram vs Reality - showcase some myths about your niche that aren't true
Show a sneek peak of something new that you're working on
Show your packing process if you're a product based business#
A day in the life of your business, what does your daily routine look like?
Talk about your favourite resources or supplier you love to work with 
Discuss a new trend that you're seeing in your industry
Talk about the top 3 habits you have that help you be successful in your biz
Do a photo dump from your previous business launches 
Share a hack that will help your audience
Give a shout c out to your favourite small businesses that you follow
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Content ideas for you!

How it started vs how it's going
Ask your followers to introduce themselves and tell you more about them
Talk about the problems that your business solves 
Share your other social platforms and let people know where they can find you
Do a live & collaborate with someone in your industry
Share thoughts on a topic 
Have a look to see if there are any days for the month ahead e.g - "wildlife day"
Reflect over the year so far and set goals for the rest of the year
Share what is included in your service or offer
Talk about who your ideal client is and why
Share your proudest business achievements are 
Give a workspace tour of your desk or studio - people love to be nosey!
A before vs after 
Gifting ideas for occasions that are coming up or people who find it hard to buy
Different ways to style your product or where you would put it
Repurpose content from 6 months ago and repost
Let people know how they can work with you and what they need to do

Questions to ask yourself around content:

How much time do I have to put towards social media this week and where is
the priority for me?
How important is my social media when it comes to marketing my business
each week?
Is there anything I could do to help me spend less time on social media? E.g
batch create content and use a scheduler? If so when can I spend the time to
make this happen?
What are my minimums when it comes to showing up online?
What am I trying to achieve this week through marketing on social media?
What do I need to review and maybe adjust to make things work better?
Do I need to adjust times/days I post to trial and experiment my content?


